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Dear user,

Thank you for purchasing a Beast electric skateboard.Understanding the information in this

leaflet is the first step to take full advantage of all the performance of your board, while risks

associated with use.

Please read through all the information within this guidebook before you start to ride your

board.

CAUTIONS
Your board may disconnect with the remote controller at some time due to the radio

interference. Please be aware that you might risk injuries each time you ride an electric

skateboard. Make sure to read the following instructions before you start a ride.

1, Read User Guidebook Before Ride;

2, Make Sure to Wear Helmet and Other Protection Kits;

3, Please Abide By Local Traffic Rules and Regulations;

4, Do Not Ride on Wet Roads or Surfaces;

5, Always Check and Make Sure All the Screws Are Tightened;

6, Always Check the Remote Controller’s Battery Level;
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7, Avoid Riding Downhill whit high speed Unless you are an expert;

8, Do Not Always Rely on Brakes and always think ahead to brake the board when in high

speed.

1. Risk of serious and fatal injuries :

Using the Beast skateboard can result in the risk of serious injury or fatal due to loss of control,

collision or fall.To reduce these risks, it is imperative to read and follow all instructions and

warnings of the instructions for using the Beast skateboard before first use.

2. Beast skateboard lifting and loading techniques :

Our electric skates are heavy objects and can weigh up to 8.9 kg. The transportation and

handling may cause injury. Use techniques of safe and proper lifting and loading.

Make sure the Skateboard is stopped before lifting it. It is recommended that the lifting

skateboarding is performed by two people, each placing both hands under the board. Lift the

skateboard with your leg strength not your back.

3. Lighting :

It is imperative in case use at night to use a powerful lighting system, allowing to see and to be

seen, like a bicycle light.
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4. Vibrations and shocks :

The use of electric skates can generate significant vibrations and shocks in depending on the

surface on which it is used.Do not use your skateboard for too long, and if you experience

discomfort from vibration, stop immediately to use it.

5. Risk of burns :

After use, the motor and the variator emit a strong heat. So it is imperative not to touch these

two elements, at the risk of serious burns.

6. Electrical risk :

Electric skates, especially chargers, are subject to high voltages. It is therefore strictly

forbidden to disassemble the charger, as well as the battery pack, and in case of intervention

on the skateboard, it is imperative to disconnect the battery.

7. Responsibility :

The Beast Company declines all responsibility in the event use of your skateboard that does

not comply with the laws applicable in the country in force. When purchasing an Beast product,

users or the people who use them represent acknowledge having read the conditions of use

and do not can in no case turn against the company Beast in case of injury, death or disability

related to the use of the Beast skateboard.
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8. Your skateboard (Beast-viper)is supplied with :
1 x Power Adapter and Charger.
1 x Wireless Remote (Different depending on the model chosen).
1 x T Wrench (with 3 Socket Sizes and HexKey/Screwdriver).
1 x USB Cable.
1x Data Defection Cable
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Your skateboard (K8)is supplied with :
1 x Power Adapter and Charger.
1 x Wireless Remote (Different depending on the model chosen).
1 x T Wrench (with 2 Socket Sizes and HexKey/Screwdriver).
1 x USB Cable.
1x Data Defection Cable
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Get to know the board
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Get to Know the Remote
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Charge the board

1, Connect the battery charger with the wall charging socket;

2,Plug in the socket and start charging the board;

3, When the board is charging, the charging brick will show red lights. When the board is fully

charged up, the red light turns green;

4, It is normal to have the charging brick very hot during the charging process. It will cool down

when it is fully charged up;

5, Please keep an eye on the board while it is charging. Do not charge it while nobody’s home

or everyone’s sleeping.

Turn on the Board & the Remote

1, Press the power button on the side of the enclosure. A red light will be flashing. That means

the board is on, but the remote is not yet on;

2, Long press the power button on the side of the remote for a few seconds. Let go of the

power button when the red lights are on;

3, When the the red light on the side of the enclosure stops flashing, that means the board is

connected with the remote. Usually your board and your remote are all pre-paired up before

leaving our factory. So after the board and remote are all turned on, you are ready to go;

Turn off the Board & the Remote

1, The board will turn itself off after a 5 minutes if left without any move;
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2, Long press the power button on the side of the enclosure to turn off the board;

3, Long press the power button on the side of the remote to turn off the remote

How to Pair Beast with its Remote

1, Long press the power button on the side of the enclosure and the power

button on the remote at the same time for a few seconds;

2, The screen displays matching and enter into matching mode. The remote control displays

matching successfully, with two short vibration and once long vibration means completing

matching.

3, If customer still finds it difficult to pair up the board with the remote,

please do not hesitate to contact us at Beaseboards@gmail.com.

Changing Speed Modes

1, Make sure both the board and the remote are turned on;

2,Adjust the function button to change the Speed mode.The screen will show different mode.

Switch direction of skateboard

1, Double click Function Button, the remote control will short vibrate once(short vibrate for
100ms, the same below), the direction icon changes to“Backward arrow”;

2,In the state of backward, double click Function Button, the remote control will short vibrate
once, the direction icon changes to“Forward arrow”.

Note: This operation will be valid when the throttle trigger is in neutral position(zero

throttle) and the speed is less than 3km/h.

mailto:aeboard2018@gmail.com,
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How Braking Works

1, Let go of the throttle;

2, Pull Back the throttle to brake the board;

3, Make sure the braking process to be gradual and gentle. You don’t want to brake the board

abruptly in one pull.

Maintenance

Always take a minute to check the board before and after a ride. Good maintenance will get

your board a longer life span.

1, Always avoid the wet or icy surfaces and puddles for the sake of the bearings and the

motors;

2, Always make sure the screws on the deck and hub motors are perfectly tightened;

3, Always check the board and remote’s battery level;

4,Avoid high speed downhill riding when the board is fully charged up;

5, Remember to charge the board regularly even if you don’t use it for a long time;

6, Don’t unscrew the enclosure unless you have to;

7, Check your bearings regularly. If necessary, get some replacement

bearings to change;

8, Use a slightly wet cloth to clean the board so that you can always ride the board as new.
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